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DEAR STUDENTS 

                                 GREETINGS !   Bon   Vacations !               

          Smell the fragrant breeze, feel the sky, Let your soul and spirit fly high. Whenever 
we rise above the storm we always find sunshine chrome.  

Vacations are the time to rejuvenate, integrate and empower self to vitalize family bonds 
eternal bliss of togetherness. Expand social ties , deepen skill roots to harvest effective 
persona fruits.  

Self reliance Elevates our self esteem .Learn multi tasking and management  with family 
members. Observe nature & surroundings to emancipate nature equilibrium and civic social 
protocols. Holistic growth is not just cramming books or accumulation of sheer knowledge , it 
revolves around the well being wheel nourishing Physical, Intellectual, Emotional, Spiritual, 
Social, Environmental and Occupational quotients all together which ll be backbone of 
present & future . 

Homework is not to burden you or hinder your joyous Cock a hoop fun trail but to provide 
you platform to strengthen your good skills and affirm best practices even in fun zone. 

Young friends ! In modern era only knowledge of information grasping is not sufficient unless 
it does not evoke your understanding, critical thinking, diagnose problems, create solutions in 
collaboration of your situation  and effective resource management 

Experiential learning is best pathway to integrate knowledge, with first hand experience in 
assimilation of appropriate and best technology. Rise up early , exercise well or go for walk , 
extend hand to parents .THINK GLOBAL & ACT LOCAL. NURTURE THE NATURE , 

  HAPPY HOLIDAYS .  don’t forget to diary your novice experiences and share with me. 
Looking forward to learn with your experience 

Yours sincerely 

DR MAMTA GOEL               



 

 

Business studies 

Project work -Principles of Management 

Business Environment 

 Economics 

Project work - Demonitisation 

G.S.T 

Rural Development 

Accountancy 

1.Do all the practical problems given at the end of ch-2, 3,4 

2. Do practice of PYQ from given scanner at the end of the chapters.  

English 

I.While diving into a vast sea of knowledge we come across many fishes and octopuses called 

‘Poetic Devices’.Summer Vacations are the best time to explore them.Define a few of them 

giving five examples each. 

1.Simile  2. Metaphor  3. Oxymoron  4.Paradox  5.Synecdoche  6.Transferred Epithet 

7.Personification  8.Onomatopoeia 

Il. Draw a Venn Diagram  comparing the personalities of Mukesh and Saheb-e-Alam.Similarities 

and dissimilarities 

Ill. Take Newspaper cuttings of Notice from the Classified Section of English Newspaper and 

paste them on an A-4 size sheet.Write Format of Notice too. 

IV Prepare a PPT on the topic Gist of the chapter ‘The Third Level’ highlighting the main points. 

V. Write and learn the summary of My Mother at Sixty-Six.Draw the picture along with lines of 

poetry . 

Marketing 



1.Prepare a project file(don’t use plastic cover) on Marketing Mix. 

2.First page- Title page where name of project in centre, name and space for writing roll number(don’t 

write class roll no.) 

3.Second page- Acknowledgement page 

4.Third page- Declaration page 

5.Fourth page- Introduction  

6.Fifth page- A brief about concept of marketing mix 

7.Sixth page- Choose a product; decide its brand name; brand symbol 

Next Pages- Detail writing about product features; branding of your product; Packaging of Product; 

Labelling of your product 

Yoga 

History of yoga, 

 Surya namaskar  

*Meaning of meditation *Types of meditation, 

 *Any 12 Asana 

 *concept of yogic ahara 

 *Elements of yoga,  

*Bhakti yoga, karma yoga and bahi Ranga yoga 

* benefits of yoga carrier *opportunity in yoga. 

 


